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Chapter 6

Crack Joins∗

6.1 Introduction

The previous chapters have discussed basic cracking issues. Especially with
the design of the sideways cracking architecture, we have a solid platform in
our hands to study cracking in a larger variety of scenarios. Now the benefits
can be seen in heavy and complex SQL queries, successfully transferring the
self-organizing behavior all the way through a query plan.

In this chapter, we make a first step in demonstrating how we can expand
the cracking benefits in even more operators. The continuous physical reorga-
nization brings knowledge regarding how data is stored. This chapter studies
the problem of how to exploit and even enhance this knowledge during join
processing.

6.1.1 Contributions

We propose a new class of join algorithms, called crack joins, that are fully
compatible with previous work on cracking and push its self-organizing behavior
one significant step further. The crack joins build on top of the experience gained
from both cracking and the extensive literature on join algorithms.

We present a series of crack join algorithms in a step-wise fashion. Our
first algorithm purely exploits the partitioning knowledge gained from crack

∗The material in this chapter has been the basis for a paper submitted for publication
entitled “Adaptive Joins for Adaptive Kernels” (Idreos et al., 2010b).
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156 CHAPTER 6. CRACK JOINS

operators in previous queries and avoids joining pieces with non-overlapping
value ranges. Then, we discuss more advanced algorithms that, in addition to
exploiting existing knowledge, they also incorporate on-the-fly dynamic physical
reorganization of the join inputs in a way that speeds-up not only the current
join but also any kind of subsequent crack operator (i.e., joins, selects or tuple
reconstructions) on the same inputs even across different queries.

While processing the various pieces during a join, the inputs are physically
reorganized to align the pieces (in terms of values ranges) across the two inputs.
This makes it easier for the current operator to join the pieces but also adds
knowledge to the system on how data is organized which can then be exploited
by future operators.

In addition to alignment, a more active algorithm, physically reorganizes the
inputs for reducing piece sizes also, compensating for a possible lack of “enough”
past crack selections on these columns.

We also demonstrate that unbound continuous physical reorganization de-
creases join performance during long query sequences since the more pieces a
crack join has to handle, the more administrative costs are involved. We present
a cache conscious variant of the crack join that processes groups of pieces at a
time and avoids cracking (for alignment) for every single piece. It automatically
makes sure that a group of pieces to be processed optimally fits in the cache so
that the pure join cost is also kept low effectively balancing administrative and
cracking costs with join costs. It successfully maintains optimal performance
through long query sequences and continuously changing workloads.

Finally, we show how to efficiently maintain and exploit, during cracking
and updates, possible structures, e.g., hash tables, built on top of the column
pieces within crack joins.

We present in detail the new algorithms and the research space. Crack joins
are implemented in MonetDB. A detailed experimental evaluation shows that
they bring a significant performance benefit and a clear self-organizing behavior.

6.1.2 Outline

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 presents the basic
crack join techniques and algorithms along with a detailed experimental analy-
sis. Section 6.3 presents the need for a cache conscious variant of the crack join
and the new algorithm with a thorough experimental evaluation. Section 6.4
shows how to exploit crack joins even when no or just a few selections contribute
to cracking. and finally Section 6.5 concludes the chapter.
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Figure 6.1: A simplified example of the simple join

6.2 The Basic Crack Joins

In this section, we discuss the problem of exploiting the knowledge gained via
cracking such as to perform efficient joins. We gradually explore the possible
directions starting with a simple algorithm that exploits the partitioning knowl-
edge in the cracker columns in a straightforward way. Then, we introduce more
advanced algorithms that also perform on-line physical reorganization of the
input columns enhancing the performance and the self-organization properties.
A detailed experimental analysis demonstrates the potential of the approach,
while the introduction of the cache conscious and the active crack joins is dis-
cussed in the next sections. The introduction of the cache conscious and the
active crack joins is discussed in the next sections.

6.2.1 The Algorithms

The Simple Join

The motivation for the first algorithm, the simple join, is that by using the
information in the cracker indices of the two columns to be joined, we can
identify pieces that span over similar/overlapping value ranges across the two
columns. These pieces can be joined independently without having to consider
the rest of the tuples for possible hits.
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In order to exploit the partitioning knowledge, we need to consider the fol-
lowing issues regarding the two input columns.

• They have been cracked by different queries leading to pieces spanning
over different value ranges for each column.

• They have been cracked by a different number of queries leading to a
different number of pieces for each column.

The challenge is to cope with these issues and exploit any cracking knowledge
to benefit during the join. The simple join takes a straightforward approach;
walking through the pieces over both columns, it continuously tries to identify
and join pieces with overlapping value ranges.

The procedure is described by Algorithm 8. A simplified step-by-step exam-
ple is given in the left box of Figure 6.1. The algorithm performs a merge-like
scan over both columns, successively joining each piece Ri of column R with all
(consecutive) pieces Sj of column S whose value ranges overlap with the value
range of Ri. The cracking knowledge is nicely exploited since we avoid joining
pieces that are known for sure not to contain any matching values.

Performing multiple joins on smaller inputs rather than one join on larger
inputs is beneficial as it improves spatial locality of data access. In particular
excessive cache misses due to random access into the inner side are limited, if
not avoided, once the pieces fit in the CPU caches (Shatdahl et al., 1994; Boncz
et al., 1999).

Overall efficiency is additionally improved by the fact that each join of two
matching pieces is executed independently, allowing crack join to make individ-
ual optimization decisions for each join. Given the properties (e.g., size and data
distribution) of both pieces, it chooses at runtime not only the most suitable
join algorithm (typically a hash-join unless both pieces are very small (nested
loops) or happen to be sorted (merge join)), but also decides per join which
piece is used as inner input. Always using the smallest piece as inner input op-
timizes random access locality while probing the inner side. In Figure 6.1, the
inner pieces are marked by shading, e.g., the arrows that indicate the matching
values point into the hash tables (assuming a hash join).

Naturally, the more queries touch/crack the join inputs during selections, the
more knowledge we get and the more efficiently we can process both selections
and also joins over these columns. The question is; can we do even better?
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Algorithm 8 simpleJoin(ColumnLeft, ColumnRight) Perform an equi-join be-
tween ColumnLeft and ColumnRight.
1: left = indexLeft.firstPiece
2: right = indexRight.firstPiece

3: while true do
4: join(left.piece, right.piece)

{Advance to the next piece from the column with the lower bound}
5: if left.bound < right.bound then
6: left = left.nextPiece
7: else if left.bound > right.bound then
8: right = right.nextPiece
9: else

10: left = left.nextPiece
11: right = right.nextPiece

12: if left.piece == indexLeft.lastPiece or
right.piece == indexRight.lastPiece then

13: join(left.remainingPieces, right.remainingPieces)
14: return

The Cutter Join

The simple join algorithm, described above, effectively exploits the available
cracking knowledge. The benefit (i.e., performance gain) of the simple join
is limited by the fact that, in general, the two join input columns have been
cracked independently. Hence, the resulting pieces are not aligned between the
columns, overlapping only partly instead of matching exactly. Consequently,
each piece typically has to be considered more than once to be joined with all
partly overlapping pieces of the opposite input column (e.g., see Figure 6.1).
Furthermore, due to its passive nature, the simple join is bound to “wait” for
more selections to crack the columns into more, and hence, smaller pieces to
further improve the join performance.

These observations lead to the cutter join algorithm. Instead of merely ex-
ploiting the existing “imperfectly” cracked input columns by joining all combi-
nations of partly overlapping pieces, the cutter join actively invests in physically
reorganizing the join columns on-the-fly, using cracking to synchronize the piece
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boundaries, and hence, create aligned pieces that pairwise cover identical value
ranges. This way, more, and thus smaller, pieces are created, reducing the join
costs per piece, while the total number of joins does not increase, as now each
piece needs to be considered at most once.

The exact procedure is described in Algorithm 9 while Figure 6.2 shows a
simplified example with two columns that have been previously cracked in just
two pieces. Similar to the simple join, the cutter performs a synchronized scan
over the pieces of both columns. However, at each iteration and before joining
a pair of matching pieces, if these pieces do not cover identical value ranges,
then the piece with the larger range is first cracked, using the bounds from the
smaller range r, to create a piece that matches r. The new matching pieces are
then joined and the algorithm proceeds to handle the next pair of pieces. Thus,
each piece from one input matches (at most) one piece from the other input
exactly, requiring (at most) one join per piece. To perform the actual cracking
we use the algorithm described in (Idreos et al., 2007a). Similar to the simple
join, for each individual pair of pieces, the cutter dynamically chooses the most
suitable join algorithm and inner input based on the properties of the pieces.
The benefit is twofold.

• The investment in cracking is considered cheaper than the anticipated
reduction in join costs. This way, we expect to see an immediate benefit
for the current join.

• Any cracking performed during a join is logged in the cracker indices.
This way, we expect to see a benefit on any future crack operator on this
column(s) by exploiting the extended cracking knowledge.
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Algorithm 9 cutterJoin(ColumnLeft, ColumnRight) Perform an equi-join be-
tween ColumnLeft and ColumnRight by on-the-fly cracking non aligned pieces.
1: left = indexLeft.firstPiece
2: right = indexRight.firstPiece

3: while true do
4: {Crack pieces with not an identical value range}
5: if left.bound < right.bound then
6: right = crack(right.piece, left.bound)
7: if right.isEmpty then right = right.nextPiece

8: else if left.bound > right.bound then
9: left = crack(left.piece, right.bound)

10: if left.isEmpty then left = left.nextPiece

11: else
12: {Join pieces with an identical value range}
13: join(left.piece, right.piece)

{If one of the columns has no more pieces}
{then skip the rest of the other side pieces}

14: if Ileft == IndexLeft.lastPiece then
15: return
16: else
17: Ileft = Ileft.nextPiece
18: if Iright == IndexRight.lastPiece then
19: return
20: else
21: Iright = Iright.nextPiece

The Smart Cutter Join

Typically, DBMSs try to maximize the benefits and “over-amortize” the invest-
ments of creating auxiliary data structures by keeping them available as long as
possible to be used more than once. For example, after a hash join the system
can keep the created hash table and reuse it in future joins with the same inner
input, saving the costs for repeating the preparation phase. In this section, we
discuss this optimization issue in the context of the crack joins. We introduce
a variant called the smart cutter join that maintains and reuses hash tables
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whenever possible. There are two main issues to consider.

• The crack join does not build a single big hash table on top of one of
the two input columns. Instead, it builds multiple smaller hash tables
on individual pieces that may belong to either input depending on piece
properties.

• The multiple hash tables are built for pieces that belong to cracker columns.
These columns are continuously physically reorganized within both select
and join operators. Naturally, any physical changes invalidate a hash ta-
ble.

We need to cope with both these issues to correctly reuse hash tables. The
first step is to properly register each hash table with the piece of the column
that it was built for. We do this by extending the respective entry in the cracker
index of the column with a reference to the piece’s hash table.

The cutter join is modified such that in every iteration, after executing a
join on a pair of pieces, Ri, Si, where a new hash table ht was built, say for Ri,
a reference to ht is marked in the cracker index entry of Ri in R. Furthermore,
prior to joining each pair of pieces, Ri, Si, the smart cutter checks whether a
hash table exists for either or both of the pieces. In case only one piece has a
hash table, say Ri, it is reused as inner input unless Si is small enough to fit in
the cache and Ri is not. In case both pieces have hash tables, the smaller hash
table is reused as inner input.

Additionally, we avoid stale hash tables by modifying the physical reorgani-
zation algorithm of (Idreos et al., 2007a) such that it drops existing hash tables
of newly cracked pieces. Our decision to simply drop the outdated hash ta-
bles instead of updating them is based on two reasons. First, cracking always
happens on at most two pieces of a column at a time, hence, dropping hash
tables for these pieces means only a small local loss of information. Secondly,
with decreasing piece sizes via continuous cracking we can exploit continuously
smaller inner input pieces while rebuilding ever smaller hash tables (only when
required) is a rather inexpensive task.

Updates

Continuous cracking within select and join operators results in continuous phys-
ical reorganization of all columns involved. Thus, in order to maintain the self-
organizing behavior it is essential to properly handle updates on these columns
since an update naturally results in physical changes.
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Update algorithms for cracking have been proposed and analyzed in detail in
Chapter 4. An update is not applied immediately. Instead, it remains as a pend-
ing update and it is applied only when a query needs the relevant data assisting
the self-organizing behavior. This way, updates are applied while processing
queries and affect only those tuples relevant to the query at hand. For each
cracker column, there exist a pending insertions and a pending deletions col-
umn. An update is merely translated into a deletion and an insertion. Updates
are efficiently merged in a cracker column without destroying the knowledge
of its cracker index. using the Ripple algorithm. When for example inserting
a new tuple, the trick is to place it in such an area of the column as to eas-
ily maintain the information of the cracker index with the minimum necessary
physical reorganization actions. This brings continual reduced data access and
a self-organizing behavior after and during updates.

6.2.2 Experimental Analysis

In this section, we continue with a detailed experimental evaluation of our crack
joins implementation in MonetDB. We show that they bring a significant advan-
tage by providing both an increased performance and a self-organizing behavior.
For all experiments, we use a 2.4 GHz Intel Core2 Quad CPU equipped with
one 32 KB L1 cache per core, two 4 MB L2 caches, each shared by 2 cores, and
8 GB RAM. The operating system is Fedora 8 (Linux 2.6.24).

Experimental Set-up

Using two 8 byte wide columns, R and S, each experiment contains multiple
jobs, and each job has three steps; (i) a random selection over R, (ii) a different
random selection over S and (iii) a join on R and S. Each experiment includes
a sequence of 102 jobs. For simplicity we will refer to jobs as queries. We also
test with the standard hash join operator of MonetDB as a reference point.
Each selection is on a random range and with random selectivity. All crack join
variants use the crack select, while the standard hash join uses the standard
scan select.

Basic Observations

For our first experiment we use two columns of 107 tuples each. Each column
contains unique values in [0 − 107) randomly distributed. This way, the join
performed at each iteration is a one-to-one join. For this basic experiment we
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also include results for a sort merge join strategy. The results are shown in
Figure 6.3.

Let us first concentrate on the overall performance of the join algorithms.
Figure 6.3(a) demonstrates the total join costs for each algorithm through the
whole query sequence. For the hash join, we observe that the first join is slower
but then all subsequent joins are faster. The reason is that the first query has
to build a hash table to perform the hash join. However, the hash table is not
dropped and thus all future queries can reuse it and evaluate the join faster. All
crack join algorithms significantly improve over the basic hash join. With every
iteration the performance improves even more providing a self-organizing be-
havior, i.e., the more queries touch the columns, the more the join performance
improves. After roughly 30 queries, the cutter joins manage to even outperform
the merge join, ignoring the high initial investment of sorting both inputs.

The improvement is a result of the different access patterns involved during
the join. Even though everything (the two columns and the hash table) fits
easily into main memory, the modern hardware properties and trends transfer
the bottleneck into the system’s cache (Boncz et al., 1999; Ailamaki et al.,
1999; Manegold et al., 2002; Shatdahl et al., 1994). During a hash join, both
building the hash table on the inner input and probing it with the outer input
inherently perform random access patterns spread over the whole hash table.
High performance can only by achieved, in case such random patterns are limited
to a data area that fits into the cache. Otherwise performance suffers from
extensive cache misses.

I.e., accesses to values that are physically located close together (e.g., in the
same cache line) do typically not occur shortly after one another but are rather
widely spread in time. In case the hash table fits entirely into the cache, each
cache lines needs to be loaded only once and then stays in the cache avoiding
the need to load the cache line again to serve later accesses to other co-located
values. In case the hash table exceeds the cache capacity, accesses to non co-
located value between two access to co-located values are likely to force the
original cache line out of the cache to make room for new ones. This way, a
cache line has to be re-loaded every time a value is accessed.

The standard hash join uses a single big hash table that fits into the cache
only if the whole columns are smaller than the cache. On the contrary, all crack
join variants join many pairs of small pieces instead of two large columns, and
can choose the smaller piece of each pair to build the hash table on. The more
queries arrive, the more the columns are cracked into smaller pieces. The pieces
eventually fit into the cache, improving join performance significantly due to
increased spatial locality of random access patterns.
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Figure 6.3(b) breaks down the total cost of the crack joins and shows for
each algorithm the pure join cost, i.e., the cost spent purely in creating and
probing hash tables. We see that for all crack joins, the pure join cost is much
lower than what we see in Figure 6.3(a) for the standard hash join. The smart
cutter materializes a bigger benefit by correctly maintaining and reusing hash
tables whenever possible. In addition, Figure 6.3(c) shows how the average size
of the pieces in the columns is decreased during the query sequence allowing to
continuously handle smaller and smaller pieces.

Simple Vs. the Cutters

Let us now focus on the differences in the behavior between the crack join
variants. Figure 6.3(a) shows that both cutter joins significantly outperform
the simple join. The advantage comes from the fact that the cutters do not
simply exploit the knowledge gained via crack selects as the simple join does.
Instead, they perform further cracking while processing a join such that the join
inputs are physically reorganized to align their pieces.

This improves the pure join cost of the cutters over the simple join as seen in
Figure 6.3(b). This phenomenon is explained better in Figure 6.3(d) where we
show for each algorithm the number of pieces in the columns and the number
of joins needed during the whole query sequence. The cutter and the smart
cutter have identical results due to having the same cracking strategy. For the
cutters, the number of pieces in a column is identical to the number of joins
performed as by aligning the pieces across the two columns, a cutter join can
safely join each piece of a column with at most one piece of the other one. On
the contrary, the simple join has to handle pieces with overlapping ranges across
the two columns and thus each piece might have to be an input for more than
one joins. Figure 6.3(d), shows that even though the simple join has a smaller
number of pieces compared to the cutters case, it still needs to perform a similar
amount of joins in order to produce a complete result.

Furthermore, as seen in Figure 6.3(c), the cutters join continuously smaller
pieces than the simple join and thus they exploit better access locality. This
is due to the fact that with the cutters the columns are cracked both during a
join and during a selection, while with the simple join the columns are cracked
only during selections. This way, every cutter join operation improves future
join operations.

The overhead for the reduced join cost of the cutters over the simple join
is the on-the-fly physical reorganization performed to align the pieces. Fig-
ure 6.3(b) demonstrates that this overhead (crack cost) is very small compared
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to the pure join cost as cracking is a very fast operation allowing to material-
ize a significant benefit in terms of total cost (seen in Figure 6.3(a)), i.e., the
benefit of the pure cutter join cost over the pure join cost of the simple join is
much larger than the overhead of cracking. Moreover, it is important to men-
tion that the cost of cracking is continuously decreasing assisting the overall
self-organizing behavior of the cutter algorithms. This happens because, the
more we crack a column, the smaller pieces we create, which in turn need less
effort to be physically reorganized within future queries.

Selection Improvements

In Figure 6.4, we show the total cost of each set of selection actions that in-
terleave a join in our experiment. For all cracking cases, the more queries are
involved, the faster the selection becomes as with more queries physically re-
organizing the columns, the more partitioning knowledge we get. The cutters
manage to improve performance even further compared to the simple join by
cracking also within a join. Naturally, every cracking action performed as part
of a cutter join, is subsequently logged in the cracking indices. This adds knowl-
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edge to the system that every future operator (not just future joins) can exploit.
The benefit is more visible early in the query sequence, i.e., the cutter joins allow
selections to reach the maximum performance even faster (in terms of processed
queries).

Varying Column Sizes

Here we perform the same experiment as before, but this time we vary the
column sizes s, with s={106, 5*106, 107}. For each crack join algorithm C and
each si, we measure the cumulative join costs for running the whole query
sequence and we report the relative performance improvement, i.e., the ratio of
the cumulative cost of the hash join over the cumulative cost of C.

For Figure 6.5(a) we run the same number of queries, i.e., 102, for all column
sizes. The smart cutter provides the ultimate performance regardless of the
column size. As the column sizes grow, the improvement becomes smaller for
all algorithms. The reason is that within the same number of queries, a smaller
column is cracked into smaller pieces compared to a larger column and thus the
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crack joins can exploit more beneficial access patterns.
We repeat the experiment again for Figure 6.5(b), but this time the query

sequences are adjusted to the column size in order to achieve (on average) phys-
ical pieces of similar size when we reach the last query. With columns of x ∗ 106

tuples we use sequences of x∗102 queries. Figure 6.5(b) shows that this time, as
the column sizes grow, the benefit of the crack joins over the standard hash join
increases as a result of using smaller pieces in the bigger columns too. Naturally,
the small pieces (same size on average in all cases) bring a bigger improvement
with the bigger columns.

Various Scenarios

The previous experiments studied the case of one-to-one joins. This is a simple
scenario that allows to easily grasp the basic behavior and motivation of the
crack joins. The next experiment studies the behavior in a variety of scenarios
using the same set-up as before with two columns R, S, but each time we vary
a number of parameters, e.g., using different sizes, with different value ranges,
with duplicates, etc. Figure 6.6 shows the relative per query improvement of the
smart cutter over the standard hash join for the following 5 scenarios, demon-
strating that it maintains a self-organizing behavior and an increased perfor-
mance independently of the scenario. The cutter join exploits every opportunity
to ignore pieces by exploiting the crack knowledge and by continuously cutting
the columns into smaller pieces, it progressively improves even more.

a) Scenario 1. Here R contains 107 tuples while S is 10 times smaller and
each column contains unique values in [0− 107) randomly distributed, i.e., not
all tuples from R match a tuple in S making skipping of pieces possible. In
such scenarios, the crack joins can completely skip pieces that due to their
value ranges, it knows that they do not to have a matching tuple on the other
side. As more queries crack the columns, the cutter has more opportunities to
completely ignore pieces from R.

b) Scenario 2. To concentrate on the effect of using columns of different sizes,
Scenario 2 uses the same column S as Scenario 1, but a different R column. R
is created as a union of 10 S columns and then the tuples are randomly mixed,
i.e., S is again 10 times smaller than R but R contains duplicates and all values
in R join with a tuple in S. The cutter materializes a significant benefit and
shows a self-organizing behavior by exploiting continuously smaller pieces.

c) Scenario 3. The next scenario studies the effect of skipping pieces in
columns of the same size. We use the same R as in Scenario 2 but this time S
is a column of 107 tuples containing unique values in [0−107). This means that
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Figure 6.6: Various scenarios

10% of the tuples in S match with multiple R tuples (i.e., 10 each) but 90%
of the tuples in S do not match with any R tuple allowing the cutter to skip
pieces. Again the performance of the cutter continuously improves via cracking.

e) Scenario 4. Here we use two columns of 106 tuples each, with the same
unique values in [0 − 107) randomly mixed; we have columns of the same size
both containing unique values with gaps and every tuple has a match. Again, the
cutter exploits the continuously smaller pieces to improve performance although
no skipping of pieces is possible.

d) Scenario 5. Here we simulate a foreign key scenario. Column R contains
107 tuples while column S is 10 times smaller. S contains unique values in
[0−106), while R contains duplicate values again in [0−106), i.e., each tuple in
the small column, matches with multiple tuples in the big one. As before, the
cutter exploits continuous cracking to provide a self-organizing behavior.
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6.3 The Cache Conscious Crack Join

The previous section introduced the crack joins and demonstrated that they
can gracefully exploit the knowledge gained during cracking to perform efficient
joins. Via on-line physical reorganization they provide the system with even
more knowledge and manage to continuously reduce data access and improve
processing in both future joins and selects.

For ease of presentation, until now our study was concentrated on the imme-
diate benefits of the crack joins, e.g., our experiments studied quite short query
sequences. Here, we show that continuous physical reorganization without any
boundaries or control results in decreasing performance during long query se-
quences. To overcome this problem, we introduce a more advanced algorithm,
the cache conscious crack join, that balances the various costs involved during
a crack join with respect to the hardware properties, i.e., cache sizes.

6.3.1 Long Query Sequences

For an easier understanding, of the problem, and the parameters that affect the
performance, we introduce the issue through an experiment. We rerun the basic
experiment of Section 6.2.2 with columns of 106 tuples, but this time we let it
run for a much longer sequence of 104 queries (instead of 102). Figure 6.7(a)
shows how the total costs evolve. All crack joins initially improve performance
in a self-organizing way. During roughly the first 400 queries, the more queries
touch the columns, the more the performance improves due to the creation and
exploitation of continuously smaller pieces. However, as the query sequence
continues further, the performance worsens significantly. The more queries are
processed, the more the performance decreases. In the end, the advantage of all
crack joins is lost.

To acquire a better understanding of the phenomenon, Figure 6.7(b) breaks
down the various cost components of the smart cutter. These are: (i) the
join cost, i.e., the cost spent purely in joining the various pieces, (ii) the crack
cost, i.e., the cost spent in physically reorganizing the columns and (iii) the
administrative cost, i.e., the rest of the cost spent within the algorithm as to
maintain the status at each step, call the appropriate functions, perform all kind
of checks, e.g., check when we are ready to join a pair of pieces, when should
we move to the next pair, update the cracking indices, check for (or invalidate)
existing hash tables, etc.

Figure 6.7(b) clearly shows that the increased total cost is a result of the
increased administrative cost. Figure 6.7(b) helps to assess the situation better
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by also depicting the number of physical pieces in each column after each query
(secondary y-axis). Given that the algorithm fully aligns the two input columns,
both columns contain the same number of physical pieces after each query. As
discussed in Section 6.2, the number of individual joins performed by our smart
cutter join algorithm is equal to the number of pieces in either column.

The administrative cost shows the same behavior as the number of pieces,
i.e., the more pieces the algorithm has to handle, the more the administrative
cost increases. This is natural since with more pieces, the algorithm has to
perform more iterations/joins. For each iteration/join it needs to perform all
the controls and checks all over again taking into account the specific status for
the pair of pieces at hand.

Observing Figure 6.7(b) more carefully, shows that the pure join cost is also
increased in the end of the query sequence. This is a slight increase that does
not significantly affect the total cost. The analysis shows that again this is due
to the involved administrative cost. The hash join is a very complicated and
big piece of code and naturally, within the hash join code there is a number
of function calls. The more times we call the hash join, the cumulative cost of
simply calling the various functions within the join increases. In the example
of Figure 6.7, this phenomenon appears after the point where each crack join
performs roughly 15 ∗ 103 joins.

6.3.2 Cache Conscious Crack Join

The previous section, demonstrated the long query sequences issue and pin-
pointed the factors that cause this behavior. Here we use the above observations
to craft a solution.

Balancing the Costs

The rising challenge is to find the proper balance for the cost components of the
smart cutter. The benefits of the cutter joins come from significantly reducing
the pure join cost by continuously cracking the columns into smaller pieces.
Figure 6.7(b) clearly shows that there is a turning point, where although we
keep cutting the column, we stop bringing any more benefits in terms of the
total cost both because the pure join cost stops improving but more importantly
because the administrative cost explodes. As seen in Figure 6.7(b), the total
cost performance remains stable at its optimal level for a sequence of several
queries. The goal is to identify this area and maintain this performance through
the whole query sequence.
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Avoid Restricting Physical Pieces

One solution could be to stop cracking a column after it reaches an “optimal”
number of P pieces. Both the administrative and the pure join costs would
not increase after this point and we only need to properly define P such that it
reflects one of the points in the area where the total cost is optimal. However,
such a solution is not beneficial. Some examples are given below.

• Crack select operators would become significantly slower since without
the ability to continuous crack columns we would have to scan pieces we
are not allowed to crack. Each column is independently cracked by both
crack joins and crack selections. If we had to stop cracking within selec-
tions, then we would need to completely redesign the cracking selection
algorithms and operators and we would dismiss the continuous cracking
benefits in this area by introducing scanning of pieces that we are not
allowed to crack anymore.

• Crack joins would become significantly slower as after some point we would
not be able to crack a column in order to achieve piece alignment across
two join inputs. As the columns are continuously cracked by both joins
and selections, this would mean that after some point the crack join would
have to operate on non-aligned columns and thus incur a decreased per-
formance.

• A given column can participate in joins with multiple other columns, each
one cracked in a different way and thus requiring a different alignment. A
threshold in the number of pieces again leads to non-aligned joins.

The above examples are just a few of the reasons why going for a piece
threshold over the columns is not beneficial. In the rest of this section, we
present our solution that maintains the optimal performance of the smart cutter
through long query sequences without imposing any threshold in the number of
physical pieces in a column.

Using Super Pieces

The decrease in performance comes from the rising administrative cost needed
to do a large number of cheap joins which in turn is needed because of a large
number of tiny pieces. In order to reduce the number of joins, we introduce
the notion of super pieces. A super piece is a collection of consecutive physical
pieces and we will put a threshold on the possible super piece size. The cache
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conscious join operates similarly to the smart cutter but instead of joining one
pair of physical pieces at a time, it joins one pair of super pieces at a time.

We postpone for a while the issue of how large or small a super piece should
be and first concentrate on how we need to adapt the steps of the smart cutter
assuming super pieces of size X. At each iteration, the new algorithm first
creates one super piece from each input column as follows. The procedure is
simple; starting from the one side, it collects enough physical pieces until the
total size of the batch is as “close” as possible to X. It continuously takes the
next physical piece and once the total super piece size S becomes bigger than
X, the last piece is kept only if S −X < X − Sp, where Sp is the total super
piece size without considering the last piece. Note, that the above procedure is
a logical one, i.e., no copying is involved.

Getting super pieces of exact size X is possible only if the collection of
physical pieces happens to be of this exact size. Otherwise, we need to crack
the pieces. However, given that we have no knowledge on which bound we should
use to achieve the size X, we need to analyze the data distribution within the
pieces leading in a significant overhead. Therefore, we choose a configuration
that is as close as possible to X given the existing physical pieces each time.

Once the super piece of the one side is created, we proceed to create the
super piece for the other side such that the last physical pieces of the two super
pieces have overlapping value ranges. This is necessary in order to avoid joining
a super piece (or part of a super piece) more than once.

The next step is to align the super pieces if necessary. Using the bound of
the last physical piece in each super piece, we crack if necessary one of the two
columns to fully align the super pieces. Then the algorithm proceeds to join
the two super pieces. The hash table reuse procedures also need to change as
now the hash tables are built for a collection of physical pieces at a time. This
reflects mainly a technical challenge. Now each hash table is associated with
all relevant physical pieces and it is invalidated if any of these pieces physically
changes, i.e., it is cracked or updated during any crack operator.

6.3.3 Tuning the Super Piece Size

Using super pieces effectively puts a threshold on the number of smaller joins
the crack join needs to do (relative to the size of the column). The open issue
is how to determine the optimal size of the super pieces.

In this section, we study the issue of deciding the proper super piece size. For
ease of presentation and understanding of the various parameters, that affect the
decision we use the following experiment. Using our basic experimental set-up
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as in Section 6.2.2, we perform long query sequences of 5∗104 runs on columns
of 5∗106 tuples. Each run is repeated for various super piece sizes from well
within the L1 cache to well out of the L2 cache. Each column tuple is 8 bytes
while in the used machine the L1 cache is 32 KB and the L2 cache is 4MB.

Figure 6.8 shows for each super piece size the performance of the last query
q in the query sequence, i.e., query 5 ∗ 104. In particular, the left y-axis reflects
the total cost to run the join operator for q and breaks it down to the respective
administrative and pure join costs. The right y-axis depicts the number of
super pieces used to perform the join of q and the number of physical pieces
per column after q is finished. The point 0 on the x-axis reflects the unbound
case of joining individual physical pieces as the plain smart cutter algorithm
does. The last point on the x-axis, marked as 5M, reflects the other extreme of
using a single super piece spanning the whole column (5 Million tuples), which
essentially means performing a standard hash join over the entire inputs. The
figure clearly shows that we get the optimal performance when the super pieces
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fit within the L2 cache. Let us discuss the various trends in more detail.
In the unbound case, we need to perform as many joins as the number

of physical pieces, which in turn leads to an explosion of the administrative
cost. However, as the super piece size increases, the performance continuously
improves, materializing a significant benefit compared to the unbound case.
Larger super pieces require fewer joins causing less administrative overhead.

The pure join cost increases with the unbound super piece size. As we
discussed earlier, this is due to the internal administrative costs involved. The
unbound case needs to perform 2 ∗ 105 joins within q. However, as we increase
the super piece size, the pure join cost quickly improves since less joins need to
be performed. Once the super piece size exceeds L2 cache capacity, the join cost
increases significantly due to excessive cache misses as discussed in Section 6.2.2.
Since the access costs between L1 and L2 differ less than between L2 and main
memory, a similar increase in join cost is hardly visible when the super piece
size exceeds L1 capacity.

The number of physical pieces also decreases slightly as the super piece size
grows. This is because within the join, cracking happens only in order to align
the edges of super pieces. This leads to less cracking (for the same initial column)
as the super piece size grows. When the super piece size becomes equal to the
column size, there is only one piece and we need to perform only a single but
very expensive join. Given that data has to go through L1 anyway, the ultimate
pattern is to make sure that while performing a join in each iteration of the
algorithm, both the inner super piece at hand and its hash table fit comfortably
in L1. In addition, there should be enough room for the tuples of the outer
super piece although in these case we do not necessarily need to fit all of it
within L1 as we need each tuple only once to perform the respective prompt.
This way choosing a super piece size of half the size of L1 is a safe choice.

Figure 6.8 demonstrates that using super pieces that fit into the L2 cache
yields the most benefit as it achieves the desired balance between the pure join
cost and the administrative cost. This phenomenon is also demonstrated in
Figure 6.9 where we run the same experiment as before, but now varying also
the size of the columns from 2 ∗ 106 to 64 ∗ 106 tuples. The query sequences are
adjusted to the column size in order to achieve (on average) physical pieces of
similar size when we reach the last query. With columns of x ∗ 106 tuples we
use sequences of x ∗ 104 queries. Figure 6.9 reveals that, for all column sizes,
the best performance is achieved with super piece sizes that fit well within the
L2 cache.

Each curve in Figure 6.9 is additionally marked to reveal even more useful
information. For example, an empty upside down triangle shows the point where
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32 super pieces are being used, a circle the point where 246 super pieces are used,
etc. Similarly, each asterix shows the points in each curve where performance
is just 3% off from the optimal one which in turn is marked with a filled upside
down triangle.

While the optimal super piece size is “somewhere” between 1/32-nd and
1/16-th of L2 capacity, varying the super piece size between, say, 1/32-nd and
1/4-th of L2 capacity (in some cases even beyond) changes the performance by
less than 3% with all column sizes. This means that a close-to-optimal super
piece size can be chosen from this range, independently of the column size. An
other observation from Figure 6.9 supports this statement. With larger column
sizes we can “afford” to handle more super pieces (and hence joins) than with
smaller column sizes. Drawing a virtual line to connect all similar marks that
indicate super piece numbers reveals this trend. For example, connecting all
circles (i.e., 246 super piece marks) shows that although for the smallest column
size (2M) this is a number that gives a performance close to the optimal one,
for the largest column size (64M) this number results in a performance much
worse than the optimal. For 64M columns we need at least 1000 super pieces
to get performance close to the optimal. The reason is that the administrative
cost grows only with the number of pieces, but not with the column size. The
join cost, however, grows with the column size, “hiding” higher administrative
costs the larger the columns (and hence join costs) are. Obviously, for columns
that are smaller than the observed range of close-to-optimal super piece sizes,
the whole column is considered a single super piece.

Finally, Figure 6.10 depicts the per query costs during a long query sequence
using columns of 4∗106 tuples. The unbound case shows the same performance
degradation beyond 103 queries as in Figure 6.7. A rather small super piece size
of L1/8 reduces this degradation, but does not avoid it completely. Likewise for
a super piece size that is twice as big as L2. An optimal super piece size of L2/16
effectively avoids the explosion of the administrative cost, and hence, not only
avoids the performance degradation, but even continues to show performance
improvements till the end of the query sequence.

6.4 The Active Crack Join

The crack joins exploit and even enhance the cracking knowledge introduced
by crack selections providing an improved performance and a self-organizing
behavior. But what happens if no previous query performed a crack select on
the current join inputs? Here, we discuss this issue in detail and we present
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the active crack join that introduces cracking on-the-fly without the need for
an external trigger.

6.4.1 Basic Observations

In this section, we discuss the problem in detail and make the basic observations
towards a solution.

Passive Cracking

Assume a join between columns R and S. The crack joins purely exploit the
knowledge introduced by selection operations of any previous query on R and S.
Even the cutter variations, perform cracking only for alignment reasons which
is again a side-effect of a previous select operation, i.e., R will be cracked for
alignment during a crack join only because such a crack operation has been
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previously performed on S in a crack selection. In this sense, the crack joins
have a passive behavior, waiting for crack selections on either input to introduce
more cracking knowledge.

Exploit Alignment

The first observation is that there is no degradation compared to the basic non-
cracking performance. On-line alignment is a powerful technique that helps
to minimize the problem cases. For example, assume that only one of the
join inputs, say R, has been cracked by selections in the past. In this case,
by exploiting on-the-fly alignment, the crack join simply transfers all cracking
knowledge from R to S, allowing the join to fully exploit the properties and
benefits of crack joins.

The real problem case is when both R and S have not been cracked in the
past. Then, there is no cracking knowledge to exploit or transfer via alignment.
The crack join treats then the whole column of each input as a single piece.
However, this is the same as what happens in a non-cracking column-store.
Thus, there is no degradation in performance. The question is if we can do
better than that and exploit the full power of crack joins in more cases.

Problem Generalization

In fact, we can generalize the problem at the granularity of individual pieces
in a cracker column, i.e., pieces that are big enough so that we could benefit
from cracking them, but they are not further cracked because no crack select in
the current workload reorganizes these value range areas in either join input. A
completely uncracked column is simply an extreme case of this problem.

More Crack Operators

Other than selections (Idreos et al., 2007a; Idreos et al., 2007b), tuple recon-
structions (Idreos et al., 2009) and now joins, we expect the introduction of
many more crack operators. For example, aggregations or group-by operators
are natural candidates that can both take advantage of existing cracking and
also perform on-the-fly cracking on their inputs, e.g., a group-by can crack a
column based on the needed groups. Thus, crack joins are expected to benefit
from (and also assist) the actions of a much larger number of operators. We
leave this discussion for future work as it is orthogonal to this chapter.
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6.4.2 Active Cracking

The problem comes from the passive nature of the crack joins, i.e., they wait
until another crack operator introduces cracking in the join inputs, while crack-
ing within a join is used only for alignment. In this section, we introduce the
active crack join. The characteristic of the active join is that in addition to
alignment cracking, it also performs on-the-fly cracking in order to reduce piece
sizes. It is built on top of the cache conscious join of Section 6.3 and differs in
the following ways.

Candidate Pieces

The active join on-the-fly identifies pieces that are candidates for further split-
ting. These are pieces that are bigger than the super piece size used to avoid
excess administrative costs as seen in Section 6.3. There is no need to invest
resources into cracking pieces smaller than the super piece size as these are ig-
nored, anyway. This way, before joining two pieces, these pieces are first cracked
to further reduce their size if necessary. Once two pieces need no more crack op-
erations, either for active cracking or for alignment issues, only then we proceed
to join these pieces and then the algorithm moves to the next pair of pieces.

Splitting

To actively crack a piece p of a column C, the high and low value bounds of
p in the cracker index are used, i.e., the minimum and the maximum possible
values in p (see Fig.6.1 for an index example). If no crack operator touched C
in the past, i.e., no index is available, the bounds for the initial active crack are
taken from the statistics of C. A number of splitting alternatives are exploited.

• Half: The value range is cut in half and p is cracked into two new pieces.
If one of the new pieces is empty, e.g., because of a skewed distribution,
then p is recracked using the bounds of the non-empty piece. The process
is repeated until two new non-empty pieces are created (if possible).

• Sample: This is similar to the previous one but we change the cracking
algorithm so that it autonomously chooses the splitting bound by per-
forming small (within the cache) sampling steps to the edges of the piece.
The crack algorithm starts reading anyway from both edges, so this incurs
a small overhead at the benefit of a more informative bound.
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• Random Draws: Next we exploit random bound draws with the expec-
tation that they should quickly converge to the splitting goal at a smaller
overhead. The random half technique repeatedly draws random bounds
and cracks p in two pieces while the random range draws a random range
within low and high and cracks p in three pieces in one go. The intuition
is that cutting in three pieces should converge more quickly to the goal in
more skewed distributions.

Strategies

We consider multiple strategies regarding when active cracking is applied on a
candidate piece;

a) Single Column. This strategy performs active cracking only on the biggest
candidate piece of each join input. Thus, in every join, at most two active cracks
may happen, one on each input.

b) Single Piece. The second strategy performs active cracking on all candi-
date pieces the crack join finds on its way.

c) Exhaustive Piece. The final strategy, in addition to actively cracking all
candidate pieces, also cracks each piece recursively until it is not a candidate
piece anymore. It carefully prioritizes the actions in order to exploit cache
conscious access patterns by always making sure that it actively cracks the
most recently touched piece.

With all the above strategies, the active join manages to overcome the lack
of cracking knowledge by being able to on-the-fly introduce new cracking knowl-
edge in the columns. In the experiments section, we analyze the performance
of the various strategies in more detail.

Multi-cracking and Radix-partitioning

The exhaustive strategy leads to even more interesting directions. Its side-
effect is that it creates in one go multiple pieces without any workload input. It
achieves that, via repeatedly cracking a column until the target size per piece is
reached. Two questions arise: How does this compare with existing partitioning
techniques? Can we perform all necessary cracking in one step?

In (Boncz et al., 1999; Manegold et al., 2002), we designed the Radix-
clustered partitioned hash join. Radix is a state of the art cache conscious
join algorithm, that in one go partitions the join inputs into 2B partitions using
the B left most bits of the attribute hash values. With large B it avoids cache-
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and TLB-thrashing by performing multiple passes to limit the number of active
output cursors.

The main advantage of the family of adaptive joins presented in this paper
is their adaptive nature, designed to fit seamlessly in an adaptive kernel. In
other words, an adaptive join exploits and assists numerous past and future
operators in any query on similar attributes, while radix and similar strategies
are focused on improving a single instance of a single operator call. For example,
the adaptive joins can exploit past selections, tuple reconstructions, joins and
with their actions improve future operators of this kind. At the same time, they
maintain their high performance under updates and given that they are based
on range-partitioning they can potentially be used for range joins as well.

Multi-Crack

The question is then, what can adaptive joins learn from existing one-step parti-
tioning algorithms. Here, we design an one-step cracking algorithm that creates
N cracking pieces in one go. This multi-cracking action is to be used the first
time a column is touched for a join. The critical observation is that we do not
need to actually achieve the perfect partitioning. As we have seen in previous ex-
periments, performance for adaptive joins improves very fast so a “good enough”
partitioning is sufficient. The idea is that after multi-cracking, the active join
is responsible to selectively fine-tune any areas in a cracker column that might
need further splitting. Not strictly requiring perfectly equal partition sizes, we
achieve a “best effort” range partitioning into 2k partitions as follows. Given
the smallest (v) and largest (v) value in the column, by performing a single
radix-sort step on the “0-aligned” values (i.e., v − v) on the k most significant
bits of v− v, i.e., the result partition of value v is determined by those k bits of
v − v that match the positions of the k most significant bits of the “0-aligned”
largest value. Investing in an extra initial scan over the column to count the
actual bucket sizes, we are able to create single continuous range-partitioned
result array in a single pass. Both initial counting and actual partitioning are
very lean branch-free routines, consisting only of simple bit operations (and
an addition for counting). Memory access to both the input column and each
partition of the output columns is always sequential.

Sorting Crack Pieces

With the advent of the exhaustive piece strategy, further alternative directions
arise. Once a piece in a cracker column is small to fit in the caches, we can sort
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it. Sorting within the cache is expected to be a fast action due to the increased
data locality.

With two sorted pieces from each join input, we can now exploit merge joins.
As before data locality is exploited as everything happens one pair of pieces at
a time, i.e., each area in the join inputs is first cracked until small enough, then
sorted and then joined before going to the next area.

Sorting pieces in a cracked column has of course further benefits and side-
effects, i.e., it helps with concurrency control when multiple queries need access
to crack the same area of a column and it helps reducing the size of the table of
contents we need to maintain for a given column. On the contrary, it increases
the overhead of updates. We do not discuss further the above issues as they are
general optimization issues orthogonal to this paper. Here, we concentrate on
the effect of sorting to the join operator.

6.4.3 Foreign key Vs. Arbitrary Joins

In join processing we can in general distinguish between arbitrary joins and
foreign key joins. Depending on the application scenario one or the other may
appear more often in query plans. All our discussion so far naturally applies
to arbitrary joins. Regarding foreign key joins for cracking, the discussion of
the previous section is relevant. Typically there are no selections or any other
operator used on top of the key or foreign key attributes. Thus the active crack
join may be used. However, for foreign key joins we can do better than that by
exploiting the properties of this class of joins, i.e., we know that every tuple from
the foreign key side matches a tuple in the primary key side. This knowledge
when combined with the ideas in this chapter and those in Section 5 allows us
to craft a much more flexible and efficient solution that completely replaces the
need to perform foreign key joins with cracking. We postpone further discussion
on this topic for future work consideration.

6.4.4 Experimental Analysis

In this section, we present a detailed experimental analysis using the same set-
up as in Section 6.2.2. We compare all active join variations against the basic
hash join, the sort merge join, and the Radix-clustered partitioned hash join
(Boncz et al., 1999; Manegold et al., 2002). The latter is a state of the art cache
conscious join algorithm, that partitions the join inputs into 2B partitions using
the B left most bits of the attribute hash values. With large B it avoids cache-
and TLB-thrashing by performing multiple passes to limit the number of active
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output cursors. We always report the results of the most efficient bits/passes
combination for two targets: (1) minimal total cost for clustering plus joining;
(2) minimal join costs at the expense of more expensive finer clustering. For the
super piece size in the active joins, we use 1/16-th of L2 capacity, which proved
to be in the area of optimal performance in Section 6.3. Unless mentioned
otherwise, we use the half splitting strategy.

Basic Performance

For our first experiment, we use two columns of 107 tuples each with unique
values in [0 − 107) randomly distributed. A sequence of 100 join operators are
fired with no selections being involved. Figure 6.11(a) shows that even with
no selections in the loop, all active joins easily outperform the hash join and
manage to provide a self-organizing behavior by cracking the inputs on-the-fly,
purely for reducing piece sizes. The exhaustive piece strategy provides the best
behavior by quickly reaching the best performance, while the other two active
join variations need more queries to reach the same performance levels.

Figures 6.11(b), (c) and (d) provide more insight on this behavior. They
break down the costs depicting the pure join costs, the crack costs and the
number of joins performed for each strategy. As seen in Figure 6.11(b), the
pure join cost improves very quickly for the exhaustive piece strategy, while it
improves much slower (in terms of processed queries) for the others. Figure
6.11(c) shows that the exhaustive piece makes a higher investment in cracking
with the first query, breaking up the column into more pieces more quickly
(see Figure 6.11(d)). Given that the pure join cost is the dominant cost factor,
this helps to materialize a significant benefit. The other two strategies are more
conservative in their cracking investments which results in a slower improvement
pace. The single piece strategy outperforms the even more conservative single
column strategy; it cracks for every candidate piece instead of once per column.

6.4.5 Crack Join Vs Radix and Merge Join

After the first run, the ultimate performance of crack, radix and merge join is
quite similar improving significantly over the plain hash join. The differences
though are in the actual properties of each algorithm. Radix was designed to
improve over the merge join by having a lightweight preparation phase exploit-
ing modern hardware properties and reaching similar performance with merge
join for the joining phase. Compared to cracking though radix is slightly slower
mainly because it does not allow to maintain hash tables but the crucial differ-
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ence is that radix cluster is non-updateable (cf. Fig. 6.15) and suits only join
processing (in fact only equi-joins).

When comparing cracking against merge join, we observe that merge join has
a steep initial cost but then its ultimate performance is slightly better than that
of crack join. This means that, in the long run, merge join will eventually gain
over cracking in terms of cumulative query cost. However, merge join requires
a very expensive up-front sorting step, and thus it needs (a) a priori workload
knowledge and (b) idle time for the investment. This becomes more crucial as
column sizes grow (cf. Fig. 6.12.b). Even if this kind of luxury is available, merge
join additionally requires a stable workload so that the investment in sorting can
pay off. In addition, it requires a workload with no or very infrequent updates;
so far there is no efficient way of maintaining sorted columns (Harizopoulos
et al., 2006).

On the contrary, cracking overcomes all these limitations of merge and radix
join as it is designed for dynamic workloads. It has a low on-the-fly start-up
cost which allows for instant and automatic adaptation to workload changes.
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Furthermore, it is updateable (Idreos et al., 2007b) (cf. Fig. 6.15), and im-
proves in a self-organizing way not only joins but also selections (Idreos et al.,
2007a)(cf. Fig. 6.4), tuple reconstruction (Idreos et al., 2009), and potentially
more operators, e.g., aggregation, group by, etc.

Varying Column Sizes

Here, we study the effect of input sizes. We perform the same experiment as
before, but this time we use inputs of 106 tuples (Figure 6.12(a)) and inputs
of 108 tuples (Figure 6.12(b)). The behavior remains the same as seen before,
scaling nicely with input sizes. In both cases, the exhaustive piece strategy
provides the best performance very quickly for the active join, while depending
on the input sizes, the rest of the active join strategies need more or less queries
to reach the same performance levels as naturally with bigger pieces, it takes
more effort (queries) to bring the pieces to the optimal size.
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Various Scenarios

Next, we study the active join performance for all 5 scenarios studied in Section
6.2.2. In all 5 scenarios, using inputs of different sizes, with duplicates or gaps
in the value ranges, etc., we test a wide range of the possibilities of the active
join to properly cut a column into multiple pieces. Figure 6.13(a) shows the
improvement of the exhaustive piece over the standard hash join. In all cases,
the active join materializes a significant benefit by being able to adapt and
provide a self-* behavior to all environments.

Long Sequences

Using the same inputs as in the basic experiment, Figure 6.13(b) shows the join
performance during long query sequences where random selections interleave
with join operators. All active joins maintain the behavior seen in the previous
graphs; they are not affected by the long query sequence and the ever increasing
number of pieces (that the selections introduce) in the columns by efficiently
exploiting super piece usage (as seen in Section 6.3).

Varying Skew

Here, we test the alternative splitting strategies for various degrees of skew in
the column values. To create a skewed distribution of degree say 90%, 90% of
the column values take a value from the 10% of the domain while the rest of
the values take a value from the rest of the domain. We compare all splitting
alternatives for the exhaustive cracking. Figure 6.14(a) shows the total join
costs for the first query, i.e., the columns are cracked all the way while no prior
selection has touched them. The first query is sufficient as all the crack cost
goes there. For all joins, the higher the degree of skew, the higher the join costs.
This is natural since with higher skew, we have more duplicates and the probes
in the hash tables have to follow longer chains to get the proper values. Figure
6.14(b) shows how the pure join costs increase with the skew. However, all crack
joins maintain a significant advantage over the hash join regardless the skew by
minimizing the pure join costs.

Comparing the alternative crack strategies, we see that they all achieve com-
parable overall performance. Relying on efficient splitting implementation and
cache conscious patterns in always recracking the most recently read piece, all
strategies quickly converge in finding good splitting points.

Observing the pure crack costs in Figure 6.14(c), shows that the sample
approach can have a cheaper crack cost by taking more informative bounds.
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Naturally, the higher the degree of skew, the more sampling pays off, while for
very low skew, it mainly reflects an overhead compared to simply cutting the
range in half. The random choices need more cracking effort as leading both in
good but also in very bad choices, they can often lead to completely recracking
a piece multiple times. The random range strategy has a slight overhead due
to the much more complex algorithm to achieve the splitting of a piece in three
new pieces in one go.

Even with the above differences, all techniques provide the same overall per-
formance since the cost is dominated by the pure join costs. They all eventually
find good splitting bounds and cut the columns in such pieces, such that the
joins can be executed efficiently, materializing a significant benefit over the hash
join even for the first query.

Updates

Using the basic set-up, as in our first experiment, for 107 columns, this time
updates arrive after every query, inserting 102 random values at a time in each
join input. Figure 6.15 shows that all crack joins successfully maintain their
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self-organizing behavior and high performance by merging updates on-the-fly
without destroying the cracking knowledge as in (Idreos et al., 2007b). For
the simple hash join, MonetDB efficiently extends the hash table built by the
first query so that all future queries can exploit it. Radix join on the other
hand, needs to continuously repartition the inputs after every update. We do
not run with merge join, since to the best of our knowledge, so far there is
no efficient way to maintain sorted columns under frequent updates in column-
stores (Harizopoulos et al., 2006). Obviously, resorting with every update is
prohibitive.

Sorting and Multi-cracking

Here we test the exhaustive strategy using the sorting and the multi-cracking
variations. Our input columns are of 108 values. To focus on the up-front
investment, we show only the first join in the query sequence that reflects a
workload change and bares the most overhead.
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Figure 6.17 shows that sorting crack pieces smaller than cache size makes the
first query 20 seconds slower (60s with CrackSort vs. 40s with plain Crack). The
analysis shows that the pure join cost improves by 3 seconds (10s for CrackSort
instead of 13s for Crack) when exploiting already sorted areas in crack columns
as opposed to performing hash joins. However, this is not enough to overcome
a 23 seconds penalty of sorting. The interesting part is if we compare this
variation of the active join with the pure sort-merge join. It is roughly half the
cost of the sort-merge join and results in exactly the same result, i.e., leaving
back two fully sorted columns. This is again due to exploiting better access
patterns during sorting and joining. Finally, we observe that the multi-crack
variation significantly outperforms the original active join by performing most
of the necessary cracking in one go, instead of repeatedly cracking the column.
Its gains come purely by the effort spent in reorganizing the columns, which is
12.5 seconds for the multi-crack case, while it is 28 seconds for the initial active
join. Here the multi-crack procedure creates in one go 4096 pieces and then the
original active join code takes care of fine-tuning this by creating roughly another
2000 pieces while traversing the columns for the join. It even outperforms
original radix, although as we discussed earlier too, the benefits of the crack
join come more from its behavior over a sequence of queries and its ability to
help and exploit other future and past operator depending on the workload.

Mixed Sequences

All experiments so far studied sequences where subsequent joins where inter-
leaved with maximum one random selection on each input. Here, we study more
complex scenarios and show that the self-organizing behavior of the crack joins
nicely adapts to any scenario. Intuitively, if many crack operations, either se-
lections or joins on overlapping join inputs, interleave subsequent joins, then an
extra alignment effort is needed each time we rejoin the same inputs. We first
concentrate on the scenario of multiple selections interleaving joins, since this
is much easier to study as we know that each selection will cause a maximum
of two crack operations on a column. We use our basic set-up with the exhaus-
tive join, but this time each join is interleaved with S = {1, 10, 100} random
selections on each input.

Figure 6.16(a) shows the total join costs. For S=1 we see the same behavior
as in previous graphs (e.g., Fig.6.11(a)). For a larger S however, we see a
different behavior; towards the beginning of the query sequence, the cost is
slightly higher (still significantly better than other approaches though, e.g.,
compare to Fig.6.11(a)) and progressively it drops to similar levels as for S=1.
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Figure 6.18: Self-organization in mixed join pairs sequences (107 on 107 ⇒ 107)

The effect is stronger as S becomes larger. First, observe that even with this
slight extra cost the performance of the crack join is still significantly better
than that of other approaches (e.g., compare with Figure 6.11(a)). Second, this
behavior represents a clear self-organizing behavior with the crack join nicely
adapting to the needs of the workload.

Figures 6.16(b) and (c) help to understand this behavior. With more selec-
tions in between, a larger number of cracks happen on each join input. When
we need to execute a join again, the more fine-grained pieces demand a differ-
ent alignment. As seen in Figure 6.16(c), this leads to higher cracking costs
within the join in order to align the join inputs. However, as the pieces become
more and more fine-grained, less effort is needed both because less alignment is
necessary and also because pieces become smaller and thus easier to crack.

Figure 6.16(b) shows that a similar trend exists for the pure join costs too.
The reason here is that the cracks in intermediate selections destroy the hash
tables on any cracked pieces. Thus, subsequent joins have to build new hash
tables for the new pieces. However, as pieces get smaller, less pieces need to be
cracked during selections, due to the more fine-grained partitioning knowledge,
leading to less hash tables being dropped. In addition, with continuously less
alignment happening (Fig 6.16(c)) again less hash tables on super pieces need
to be dropped. Thus, progressively the crack join adapts to the environment
achieving great performance.
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Mixed Join Pairs

The second relevant experiment, demonstrates the effect when overlapping join
pairs interleave execution. Here, each join between columns R,S1 is interleaved
with 10 joins on columns R,S2 and each join on R,S2 is also interleaved with
10 random selections on each one of its inputs. Figure 6.18 shows the total
join costs. First, observe that different join pairs can nicely exploit all crack
operations performed from a different join. For example, the first query performs
the exhaustive crack join on R,S1. This gives us the same behavior as in
Figure 6.11(a). Then, the second join, on R,S2 this time, can exploit all crack
information gained from the previous join and executes much faster, i.e., it
needs only to align S2 to R. From there on, 10 random selections interleave
every R,S2 join and every 10 joins we perform a R,S1 join again. Due to the
extra alignment needed to get S1 aligned with the more fine-grained knowledge
in R we see small spikes roughly every 10 queries. However, these get smaller
and smaller due to the continuously more fine-grained information as discussed
in the previous experiment too. The even smaller spikes observed for R,S2 are
mainly due to the selections effect discussed before.
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Beyond the Memory Bounds.

In our next experiment, we demonstrate the performance as the data grows
outside the memory limits. Here the join inputs are columns of 2 ∗ 108 tuples.
The figure on the left demonstrates the performance. When compared to the
behavior seen with smaller sizes, e.g., Figures 6.11(a), 6.12(a) and 6.12(b), we
see that the self-organizing performance nicely scales. Crack join boosts the
performance by a factor of 2 compared to the hash join while merge join achieves
a comparable performance but at a very steep initial cost for the sorting step
(ups and downs for all cases are due to caching and swapping effects). For
cracking there is room for significant optimization by further improving the first
query where crack join gets now similar performance to the hash join. Observe
that for smaller sizes crack join was faster even for the first query which does
all the heavy work of creating and reorganizing the cracker columns. This path
calls for optimizing the basic reorganization algorithms of Chapter 3 (see also
discussion in Chapter 8).
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Complete Queries

So far we studied the join operator in isolation. This experiment demonstrates
that the crack joins nicely fit in the big picture of cracking query plans mate-
rializing significant benefits in terms of total query cost. We use the following
query over two tables of 107 tuples each.

select max(R3),max(R2),min(S3),min(S2)
from R,S where R1=S1

The query plan contains a single join operator, then 4 tuple reconstruction
operators to retrieve the qualifying values of each necessary column and 4 ag-
gregation operators. Figure 6.20(a) shows that when MonetDB uses a cracking
query plan gets a three times better performance. Figure 6.20(b) shows sepa-
rately the cost of the join operator where the gains of cracking are similar to
what we observed in previous graphs.

In addition, Figure 6.20(c) shows the rest of the query plan cost, i.e., the cost
to perform the tuple reconstructions and the aggregations. Cracking benefits
here as well by minimizing the random read patterns during the tuple recon-
struction actions. Crack joins are developed over sideways cracking (Idreos
et al., 2009) which is designed to improve tuple reconstruction using cracking
to align columns. This brings relevant values physically closer across multiple
columns minimizing the tuple reconstruction costs, e.g., here the cracking per-
formed in R1 and S1 during the join is dynamically transferred into the rest of
the columns, R2, R3, S2 and S3, during the tuple reconstruction calls. Crack
joins nicely fit in these query plans extending the self-organizing behavior and
benefits of cracking.

Finally, observe that due to the extra administrative costs for active cracking
and super piece management, the active join is slightly slower than the ultimate
performance of the smart cutter, e.g., compare Fig.6.11(a) with Fig.6.3(a); a
small price to pay for all the benefits seen in Section 6.3 and in this one.

6.5 Summary

This chapter studied the problem of how to exploit the knowledge gained via
cracking in order to improve join processing. We present the crack join algo-
rithms that not only efficiently exploit but also enhance the cracking knowledge
by physically reorganizing the join inputs on-the-fly whenever this is necessary
and/or beneficial. This way, a crack join also speeds-up any kind of subsequent
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crack operators, i.e., joins, selects and tuple reconstructions, even across dif-
ferent queries. It maintains optimal performance during long query sequences
with continuous reorganization, updates and changing workloads. A detailed
experimental analysis demonstrates that crack joins provide a self-organizing
behavior and bring significant performance benefits for a variety of scenarios.

Future work on crack joins aims on further improving the special class of
foreign key joins (see discussion in Chapter 8). Furthermore, while focusing on
equi-joins in this chapter, the fact that crack joins use range-based partitioning,
as opposed to hash-based partitioning, opens new opportunities to also support
joins with range predicates efficiently.

The next chapter studies adaptive merging, a technique inspired by database
cracking, and discusses how we can combine ideas from both techniques to design
new and more flexible indexing directions.


